Your Guide to Charm City’s Best Restaurants and Attractions

Baltimore, Maryland  January 4-8, 2012
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Welcome to Baltimore,Hons!
This Guide will provide you with all the information you need to make your interlude in
Baltimore (Balmer, as the locals say) pleasant and enjoyable. Rick n’ Nic have done all
the hard work to find the best spots for dining, libations, and local attractions. (No,
Rick n’ Nic are not local attractions). For many months, we have selflessly labored to
sample all that Baltimore has to offer — this Guide provides the result of our extensive scientific research. We list our favorite restaurants, pubs, and attractions, together with helpful maps to make sure that you don’t lose your way while exploring
our fine city. Also look for the discounts! We also listed local pharmacies, banks,
parking and other important locations in the vicinity. On the final page, we include
information on how to get around town (and even how to reach DC) during your conference stay. Hope you enjoy your visit to the Land of Pleasant Living, Hons!

How to Speak
Balmerese:
Chest Peak - Chesapeake
Wooder - What’s in the Chest
Peak.
Merlin - The state you’re in!
Naplis - Capital of Merlin.
Goen downy oshin, hon. Going down to the ocean, hon.
Natty Boh - National
Bohmemian Beer, to drink when
yer goen downy oshin!
Arshter - Shellfish from the
Chest Peak.
Torst - That’s you! (tourist)

The kitschy Hon tradition began between the 1950s and 1970s. It was common to see
working class women from the Hampden, Highlandtown, and Canton neighborhoods
wearing gaudy bright dresses with outdated glasses and beehive hairdos. Men often
dressed casually as many of them worked at the local factories and docks. Now there
is an established “Hon” culture, coupled with the distinct Baltimore accent (see left).
The term “Baltimore Hon” took its name from locals finishing their sentences with
“hon”. This phenomon is celebrated with the yearly HonFest, and the crowning of
Baltimore’s Best Hon. If you’re out and about and someone calls you “hon”, don't get
the wrong idea. It’s just a local term of endearment!

Charm City’s Nifty Neighborhoods
Baltimore, also known as “Charm City” (don’t ask us why, we just live here) developed
historically as a series of distinct, ethnic neighborhoods, each with its own pizzazz.
The SHA Conference is located in the upscale Harbor East neighborhood. Surrounding us, the Inner Harbor lies to the west. (If you’re facing the water, west is right).
Little Italy is north (behind you) , and Fells Point lies to the east (left). There are
other great neighborhoods like Federal Hill and Mount Vernon which aren't in walking distance, but worth jumping on the free Charm City Ciruclator and checking out.
Use the map in your registration bag or last page of this guide for transportation
suggestions.

*Location of the Past President Luncheon.

Discounts valid January 4-8 only and one discount accepted per check.
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